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Project Overview and RationaleProject Overview and Rationale

Responds to WPRFMC & NMFS interests in understanding Responds to WPRFMC & NMFS interests in understanding 
apparent decline of a longapparent decline of a long--standing fisherystanding fishery

Investigate and describe the history and current Investigate and describe the history and current statusstatus of of 
fishery and fleetfishery and fleet

Explain apparent changes in Explain apparent changes in ikaika--shibishibi fishery, other MHI fishery, other MHI 
handlinehandline fisheriesfisheries

Determination of BET overfishing has led to support for Determination of BET overfishing has led to support for 
related research of MHI small boat PFAD fishing (Phase II)related research of MHI small boat PFAD fishing (Phase II)



MethodsMethods

Archival research and interview methods used to Archival research and interview methods used to 
describe trends in describe trends in ikaika--shibishibi operations, fleet operations, fleet 
dynamics, challengesdynamics, challenges

Analysis focused on contemporary changes in Analysis focused on contemporary changes in 
participationparticipation



Fishing Fishing IkaIka--ShibiShibi

NightNight--time small boat fishery, 80time small boat fishery, 80--year historyyear history

Sea anchor (parachute), slow drift Sea anchor (parachute), slow drift 

Jig for and gaff squid for bait; Jig for and gaff squid for bait; opeluopelu also usedalso used

Underwater lights are used, some aboveUnderwater lights are used, some above--waterwater

HandlineHandline –– multiple vertical mainlines w/leader, circle hooks multiple vertical mainlines w/leader, circle hooks 
baited w/squid or baited w/squid or opeluopelu,  staggered between 15 and 35 m, ,  staggered between 15 and 35 m, 
breakaway linesbreakaway lines

Mackerel chum; chum line criticalMackerel chum; chum line critical



Fishing Fishing IkaIka--ShibiShibi (continued)(continued)
Target Target koko''aa, contours, porpoise schools (rare), group , contours, porpoise schools (rare), group 
chum linechum line

Primarily yellowfin, but also Primarily yellowfin, but also tombotombo, bigeye, , bigeye, hebihebi

May to October or later, peak midMay to October or later, peak mid--summersummer



Findings to Date Findings to Date –– Historical ContextHistorical Context

Japanese immigrants used pelagic and bottom methods of Japanese immigrants used pelagic and bottom methods of 
Hawaiians as early as 1885Hawaiians as early as 1885

SailSail-- and oarand oar--powered sampan operations developed late 19powered sampan operations developed late 19thth

century; increasingly capitalized century; increasingly capitalized 

Japanese immigrants competed with Hawaiians at market; Japanese immigrants competed with Hawaiians at market; 
engines arrived 1905engines arrived 1905



Historical Context Historical Context (continued)(continued)

Tuna canneries enhanced fisheries Tuna canneries enhanced fisheries 
employment/production early 20employment/production early 20thth centurycentury

Fish auctions also facilitated production and distribution Fish auctions also facilitated production and distribution 
of seafoodof seafood

TightlyTightly--ordered societies of Japanese fishermen worked ordered societies of Japanese fishermen worked 
closely w/auction houses since the earliest daysclosely w/auction houses since the earliest days

Longline gear first used by sampans in 1917 offshore Longline gear first used by sampans in 1917 offshore 
Oahu; marine diesels introduced in 1927Oahu; marine diesels introduced in 1927







Historical Context Historical Context (continued)(continued)
Little early documentation of Little early documentation of ikaika--shibishibi methods, apart from methods, apart from 
indication these were innovated by indication these were innovated by OkinawanOkinawan immigrantsimmigrants

Fishing central to life in Okinawa Prefecture; net fishing Fishing central to life in Okinawa Prefecture; net fishing 
common, but traditional single hook common, but traditional single hook handlinehandline methods similar methods similar 
to Hawaiian to Hawaiian palupalu ahiahi and drop stone; people from the and drop stone; people from the RyukuRyuku
Islands deeply involved in Islands deeply involved in ikaika fishing (impoverished?)fishing (impoverished?)

Evidence suggests Evidence suggests OkinawanOkinawan immigrants nightimmigrants night--fishing for fishing for ikaika
offshore Hilo eventually shifted focus to offshore Hilo eventually shifted focus to shibishibi (yellowfin), (yellowfin), 
which were taking their bait; increasingly specializedwhich were taking their bait; increasingly specialized

Commercial fishing on Hawaii enabled in part by Suisan Kaisha Commercial fishing on Hawaii enabled in part by Suisan Kaisha 
in 1907, a company/auction house of in 1907, a company/auction house of WaiakeaWaiakea fishermen & fishermen & 
buyers, and briefly by subsidiary of Hawaiian Tuna Packers  buyers, and briefly by subsidiary of Hawaiian Tuna Packers  





Historical Context Historical Context (continued)(continued)

Little commercial fishing conducted in Islands during WWII, Little commercial fishing conducted in Islands during WWII, 
largely limited to shoreline/nearshore subsistence activitieslargely limited to shoreline/nearshore subsistence activities

1950s & 1960s period of slow return, facilitated by improved 1950s & 1960s period of slow return, facilitated by improved 
vessels and electronics late in 1960svessels and electronics late in 1960s

Evidence of significant return of Evidence of significant return of ikaika--shibishibi style in 1970s; style in 1970s; 
both summer and winter seasons ultimately exploitedboth summer and winter seasons ultimately exploited

Marked participation in the early 1980s, state develops FADsMarked participation in the early 1980s, state develops FADs

Production and participation peaked earlyProduction and participation peaked early--1980s, then slow 1980s, then slow 
decline, with spikes into middecline, with spikes into mid--1990s; long history of tuna 1990s; long history of tuna 
burn problems or perceived or political problems with burnburn problems or perceived or political problems with burn

Significant decline in participation in recent yearsSignificant decline in participation in recent years



Historical ContextHistorical Context (continued)(continued)

IkaIka--ShibiShibi Production TrendsProduction Trends

YearYear Landings in Pounds Landings in Pounds SourceSource

19751975 340, 834 (all tunas)340, 834 (all tunas) Yuen 1979 Yuen 1979 
(Hawaii)(Hawaii)

19841984 ““Catch rates down by over 50% from 1979”Catch rates down by over 50% from 1979” DAR 1986DAR 1986

19801980 814,871 814,871 shibishibi; 43,645 ; 43,645 tombotombo; 29,266 BET ; 29,266 BET Ikehara 1981Ikehara 1981
(Hawaii & Kauai)(Hawaii & Kauai)

19951995 925,603 925,603 shibishibi; 309,085 ; 309,085 tombotombo; 31,404 BET; 31,404 BET HDAR/NMFSHDAR/NMFS
(All MHI)(All MHI)

20002000 460,596 460,596 shibishibi; 314,529 ; 314,529 tombotombo; 14,606 BET; 14,606 BET HDAR/NMFSHDAR/NMFS
(All MHI)(All MHI)

20032003 194,909 194,909 shibishibi; 64,840 ; 64,840 tombotombo; 16,796 BET; 16,796 BET HDAR/NMFSHDAR/NMFS
(All MHI)(All MHI)



Historical ContextHistorical Context (continued)(continued)

IkaIka--ShibiShibi Participation TrendsParticipation Trends
YearYear Number ParticipantsNumber Participants SourceSource

19031903 On Hawaii: 391 Hawaiians, 406 Japanese, On Hawaii: 391 Hawaiians, 406 Japanese, 
16 Chinese, 4 Portuguese, 10 Americans 16 Chinese, 4 Portuguese, 10 Americans 

Cobb 1905Cobb 1905

~1920s~1920s Uncertain; ~40 boats focusing on squidUncertain; ~40 boats focusing on squid Yuen 1979 Yuen 1979 

19841984 125 (full125 (full--time)time) DAR 1986DAR 1986

19951995 252 license holders; 6,983 trips 252 license holders; 6,983 trips HDAR/NMFSHDAR/NMFS

20002000 209 license holders; 4,689 trips209 license holders; 4,689 trips HDAR/NMFSHDAR/NMFS

>WWII>WWII ““3 to 4 boats targeted tuna [with squid]”3 to 4 boats targeted tuna [with squid]” Yuen 1979Yuen 1979

19751975--7676 ““30 boats”30 boats” Yuen 1979Yuen 1979

19771977 40 boats, 30 Hilo/10 Kona40 boats, 30 Hilo/10 Kona Yuen 1979Yuen 1979

19801980 233 (58 > 15 times per year)233 (58 > 15 times per year) Ikehara 1981Ikehara 1981

20032003 130 license holders; 2,307 trips130 license holders; 2,307 trips HDAR/NMFSHDAR/NMFS



Contemporary Context Contemporary Context (continued)(continued)













Contemporary ContextContemporary Context

In 2004, 157 license holders took 2,559 In 2004, 157 license holders took 2,559 ikaika--shibishibi tripstrips

Total of 611,949 pounds landedTotal of 611,949 pounds landed

One highOne high--liner landed 109,000 poundsliner landed 109,000 pounds

~ 20,000 pounds landed on Kauai; minimal other islands~ 20,000 pounds landed on Kauai; minimal other islands





Explanation of ChangeExplanation of Change

In 1984 DAR attributed thenIn 1984 DAR attributed then--current decline of current decline of ikaika--shibishibi
fishery to mix of biological and human factors: fishery to mix of biological and human factors: 

(1) decline in availability of large tuna;(1) decline in availability of large tuna;

(2) financial burden of increasingly capitalized vessels in     (2) financial burden of increasingly capitalized vessels in     
face of declining catch rates;face of declining catch rates;

(3) difficulty of obtaining overseas markets;(3) difficulty of obtaining overseas markets;

(4) lack of quality control and tuna burn.(4) lack of quality control and tuna burn.



Explanation of Change Explanation of Change (continued)(continued)

For purposes of the current study, we consulted with a group of For purposes of the current study, we consulted with a group of 
highly knowledgeable highly knowledgeable ikaika--shibishibi fishermen (and others) to help fishermen (and others) to help 
explain the current state of the fisheryexplain the current state of the fishery

We are finding that the present decline in production and We are finding that the present decline in production and 
participation is also complex, but in this case may best be participation is also complex, but in this case may best be 
explained by interactive human factors explained by interactive human factors –– sociosocio--demographic, demographic, 
social, economic, operationalsocial, economic, operational

Some study participants suggest oceanographic factors Some study participants suggest oceanographic factors 
underlay diminished production, but it is clear that patterns ofunderlay diminished production, but it is clear that patterns of
ikaika--shibishibi--specificspecific effort have changed and diminished effort have changed and diminished 



Peer Network of Peer Network of IkaIka--shibishibi ExpertsExperts



Understanding the ChangesUnderstanding the Changes

The intent of the network sampling process is to identify longThe intent of the network sampling process is to identify long--
term and highly knowledgeable participant who can speak to term and highly knowledgeable participant who can speak to 
issues of change in the issues of change in the ikaika--shibishibi fisheryfishery

~35 in~35 in--depth interviews to date; focus on developing longdepth interviews to date; focus on developing long--term term 
rapport with key participantsrapport with key participants

This project (Phase I) is closely related to newlyThis project (Phase I) is closely related to newly--initiated study initiated study 
of of MHI small boat PFAD fishing (Phase II); interview results will MHI small boat PFAD fishing (Phase II); interview results will 
be quantified upon completion of fieldwork for the second be quantified upon completion of fieldwork for the second 
phase of workphase of work

Following are important descriptive and explanatory themes Following are important descriptive and explanatory themes 
emerging from interview work conducted thus faremerging from interview work conducted thus far



Important Aspects of Change Important Aspects of Change (Socio(Socio--demographic)demographic)

HighHigh--liner informants agree liner informants agree ikaika--shibishibi peaked some time ago, peaked some time ago, 
and increasingly describe it in historical terms (most say, and increasingly describe it in historical terms (most say, 
“fished ‘“fished ‘emem ‘til four, five years ago”)‘til four, five years ago”)

Most Most highlinershighliners are now of advanced age, and few youth are are now of advanced age, and few youth are 
entering the fishery (no replacement).  entering the fishery (no replacement).  IkaIka--shibishibi style fishing is style fishing is 
reportedly and obviously more difficult as one agesreportedly and obviously more difficult as one ages

A number of A number of ikaika--shibishibi highhigh--liners have been troubled by liners have been troubled by 
periodic windfall and associated problems, some have “fallen” periodic windfall and associated problems, some have “fallen” 
in and out of the fishery in and out of the fishery 

In some cases, “wealth” has led to further capitalization, and In some cases, “wealth” has led to further capitalization, and 
some have lingered to pay fishingsome have lingered to pay fishing--related debts; some such related debts; some such 
persons are aging and getting out of the fishery by defaultpersons are aging and getting out of the fishery by default



Important Aspects of Change Important Aspects of Change (Social)(Social)

Conduct of the fishery is contradictory in social terms; fishingConduct of the fishery is contradictory in social terms; fishing
solo or within a small group ensures secrecy about the bite and solo or within a small group ensures secrecy about the bite and 
preferred locations, but extensive chumming as achieved via preferred locations, but extensive chumming as achieved via 
multiple boats augments likelihood of successmultiple boats augments likelihood of success

IkaIka--shibishibi fishing is patently fishing is patently local local in nature. Seasoned in nature. Seasoned 
informants report that the quality of the experience and informants report that the quality of the experience and 
chances for success have diminished upon the arrival of so chances for success have diminished upon the arrival of so 
many many haoleshaoles and other outsiders.  Crowding is blamed for and other outsiders.  Crowding is blamed for 
disruption of old ways said to encourage congregation of disruption of old ways said to encourage congregation of shibishibi
in specific (and secret) locationsin specific (and secret) locations



Important Aspects of Change Important Aspects of Change (Social)(Social)

The fishery is commercial by design and need; one exception The fishery is commercial by design and need; one exception 
historically occurred at South Point where numerous local historically occurred at South Point where numerous local 
families would camp to support a summer families would camp to support a summer ikaika--shibishibi operationoperation

The nowThe now--defunct operation was fordefunct operation was for--profit, but involved profit, but involved 
extensive consumption and sharing of fishextensive consumption and sharing of fish

Some informants express disrespect for certain younger Some informants express disrespect for certain younger 
fishermen who are said to lack extensive knowledge of the fishermen who are said to lack extensive knowledge of the 
resource, grounds, and old fishing methods. It is said that FADsresource, grounds, and old fishing methods. It is said that FADs
and PFADs have eliminated practice of the older methods and  and PFADs have eliminated practice of the older methods and  
communication of knowledge.communication of knowledge.



Important Important ApectsApects of Change of Change (Economic)(Economic)

IkaIka--shibishibi typically was considered the primary source of fishing typically was considered the primary source of fishing 
revenue in days past; other gear use was for “getting by.”  revenue in days past; other gear use was for “getting by.”  
Some participants began counting on extensive profits without Some participants began counting on extensive profits without 
retaining capabilities and interest in other fisheriesretaining capabilities and interest in other fisheries

The closure of the Suisan auction in 2001 is seen by many as a The closure of the Suisan auction in 2001 is seen by many as a 
major challenge (“broke major challenge (“broke dada back of back of dada fleet”); bidding & its fleet”); bidding & its 
“openly” competitive effects on pricing were seen as beneficial “openly” competitive effects on pricing were seen as beneficial 
and are now sorely missedand are now sorely missed

Established business relationships & arrangements enabled Established business relationships & arrangements enabled 
through the auction were lost; many informants claim new through the auction were lost; many informants claim new 
buyers don’t operate in the “old ways” and pricing is now less buyers don’t operate in the “old ways” and pricing is now less 
openly competitive and tending toward monopolyopenly competitive and tending toward monopoly



Important Aspects of Change Important Aspects of Change (Economic)(Economic)

Numerous informants blame increased involvement of partNumerous informants blame increased involvement of part--
timers (esp. Kona side) for flooding of the timers (esp. Kona side) for flooding of the shibishibi market and market and 
associated depression of pricesassociated depression of prices

Essentially all study participants report dramatic increases in Essentially all study participants report dramatic increases in 
trip costs vistrip costs vis--àà--vis revenue.  Cost of ice, bait, vis revenue.  Cost of ice, bait, palupalu, gear, and , gear, and 
especially fuel have risen significantly in the last few years. especially fuel have risen significantly in the last few years. 

This challenge and the specifics of cost are most commonly This challenge and the specifics of cost are most commonly 
discussed in relation to diminished involvement in discussed in relation to diminished involvement in ikaika--shibishibi
fishingfishing



Important Aspects of Change Important Aspects of Change (Operational)(Operational)

Many informants blame the Hawaii FAD program for disrupting Many informants blame the Hawaii FAD program for disrupting 
shibishibi migration and feeding/spawning patternsmigration and feeding/spawning patterns

Private FADs are also blamed in this regard, even as some Private FADs are also blamed in this regard, even as some 
informants are deeplyinformants are deeply--involved in their deployment and useinvolved in their deployment and use

PP--FADs are also being insinuated in changing social interaction FADs are also being insinuated in changing social interaction 
among and between active and former among and between active and former ikaika--shibishibi fishermen.  Old fishermen.  Old 
networks of cooperation are said to be breaking down as networks of cooperation are said to be breaking down as 
fishermen who invest in the new buoys attempt to keep their fishermen who invest in the new buoys attempt to keep their 
location(slocation(s) secret) secret

These are sensitive issues: more detail to be provided in These are sensitive issues: more detail to be provided in 
subsequent description and analysissubsequent description and analysis



Important Aspects of Change Important Aspects of Change (Biophysical)(Biophysical)

Some informants report that  Some informants report that  shibishibi are less abundant Hilo side are less abundant Hilo side 
and blame cooler water; but other factors currently tend to and blame cooler water; but other factors currently tend to 
overshadow the salience of abundance as an issue of concernovershadow the salience of abundance as an issue of concern

A few describe overfishing in other parts of the Pacific as a A few describe overfishing in other parts of the Pacific as a 
problem; there is now little mention of historicallyproblem; there is now little mention of historically--blamed blamed 
HawaiiHawaii--based longline fleet  based longline fleet  

Little agreement was noted between informants regarding Little agreement was noted between informants regarding 
putative changes in the size of pieces landed; more detailed putative changes in the size of pieces landed; more detailed 
analysis of landings warrantedanalysis of landings warranted

Numerous seasoned fishermen report KonaNumerous seasoned fishermen report Kona--side northside north--bound bound 
currents increased as much as 2.5 knots in recent years, and currents increased as much as 2.5 knots in recent years, and 
that this has significantly disrupted that this has significantly disrupted ikaika--shibishibi operations thereoperations there



Summary ConclusionsSummary Conclusions

Extent of participation and production in the Extent of participation and production in the ikaika--shibishibi fishery fishery 
has been punctuated over the course of time has been punctuated over the course of time 

Current problems appear to relate in large part to a congruence Current problems appear to relate in large part to a congruence 
of socioof socio--demographic, social, economic, and operational demographic, social, economic, and operational 
changeschanges

Older participants are leaving the fishery, there are diminishinOlder participants are leaving the fishery, there are diminishing g 
economic incentives for middleeconomic incentives for middle--aged participants to persist, aged participants to persist, 
social conditions are changing, and there are now attractive social conditions are changing, and there are now attractive 
handlinehandline alternatives for younger fishermen and othersalternatives for younger fishermen and others



Summary Conclusions Summary Conclusions (continued)(continued)

The shift from an auction regime to wholesale buying The shift from an auction regime to wholesale buying 
reportedly has led to new kinds of challenges for reportedly has led to new kinds of challenges for 
participantsparticipants

Rising operational costs are the most commonly cited Rising operational costs are the most commonly cited 
disincentive to participationdisincentive to participation

Participants in the historically more cohesive small boat fleet Participants in the historically more cohesive small boat fleet 
on Hawaii Island increasingly reveal factional tendencieson Hawaii Island increasingly reveal factional tendencies



Phase Two Research DirectionsPhase Two Research Directions

Detailed analysis of extent and nature of ostensible shift Detailed analysis of extent and nature of ostensible shift 
from from ikaika--shibishibi to PFAD fishingto PFAD fishing

Nature and extent of current PFAD operations, catch and Nature and extent of current PFAD operations, catch and 
effort, economics, social factorseffort, economics, social factors

Analysis of regulatory scenarios for PFAD and other small Analysis of regulatory scenarios for PFAD and other small 
boat pelagic fishery participantsboat pelagic fishery participants
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